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Several weeks ago at one of our youth groups meetings, we were finalizing the 
roles that each of us would carry out for Youth Sunday; who’s conducting the call to 
worship, the children’s message, the various prayers, the sermon… mhm. 

 
When Mrs. Hunter dropped the million dollar question, I kid you not, every single 

pair of eyes in the room shifted towards me as if I had just taken off my clothes or 
something equally as appalling had transpired. I could have been wearing horse 
blinders and still detected the twisting of necks, as I noticed the change not with my 
eyes, but rather with a sixth sense, almost akin to the transcendental awareness that 
Scooby Doo and Shaggy possess for discerning danger in haunted houses before the 
other candidly oblivious members of the Mystery Gang stupidly opt to pay them a visit. 
But alas, and semi-grudgingly, I accepted the “offer.” 

 
 Now, alongside the job-assigning session, we read over several excerpts of 
various scripture, as per our lectionary cycle curriculum, to formulate a theme for the 
service, which as most of you have probably picked up by now, is guidance, and who 
the shepherd is in your life. Amidst the plentiful words of God, there was one line that 
truly stood out to me, and regrettably in the most irreverent manner possible. Psalms 23 
reads, “Even though I walk through the valley of the shadow of death, I fear no evil, for 
You are with me; Your rod and Your staff, they comfort me.” Now, allow me to trim off 
about sixty percent of that and re-read it: “[as] I walk through the valley of the shadow of 
death.” And that is what stuck to me, for that line happens to be the opener to none 
other than Coolio’s “Gangster’s Paradise.” Side note: I seriously thought Coolio was 
dead, but he’s actually performing at the Salem Civic Center alongside Vanilla Ice and 
Salt-N-Pepa in October, so reserve your tickets soon. Second side note: if you don't 
know who any of those people are, you aren't missing out on much. 
 
 Anyways, the thought of music got my mind spinning, as I’ve been involved with 
various musical endeavors throughout my life, and maybe, just maybe, one of those 
could potentially tie back to the theme of guidance. Luckily, one quite unforgettable 
experience that coincidentally occurred in this very room is perfectly analogous to 
today’s message.  
 

It was December of my freshman year, and as school was nearing a temporary 
hiatus, my musical studies were most certainly not. Every year, my piano teacher hosts 
a winter recital to showcase the talent of her pupils, and being an eighth-year student at 
the time, I naturally had a lot of expectation to live up to. In fact, my teacher had even 
allowed me to forgo playing two pieces at the recital, which was the norm, to instead 
focus on one beast of an opus. And a beast it was.  

 



You see, pieces this menacing are rare in the realm of classical music, as most 
composers did not collude to ruin the lives of innocent and unmindful musicians, but 
Felix Mendelssohn was a rare breed. Strikingly difficult chords in the left hand paired 
with a disjointed rhythm in the right hand made me look like a seasoned piano 
padawan; quite the brutal paradox. Even the title reeks of sheer terror; speaking it’s 
name is the equivalent of chanting “Voldemort” five times fast. 

 
Do you all want to hear it? No seriously, I need a definitive audible confirmation 

in order to continue; the risk is that high. So are you all ready to hear it? Okay, you 
asked for it: The Fleecy Cloud. Don’t worry, I’ll wash my mouth with a bar of soap when 
I get home. 

 
 Yes, in all seriousness, that is perhaps the most innocent and namby-pamby 
name of all time, but don’t judge a composition by it’s title; it was a brutal piano piece. 
But I was ready for it, as I had put in copious amounts of practice time and had played it 
flawlessly several times the day before. 
 

So on concert day, I approached the piano, turned around, and took my bow 
before sitting down on the bench. I imagined myself doing one of those cool-looking 
prayers that football players do before entering a game, and thought, “[as] I walk 
through the valley of the shadow of death, I will fear no evil.”  Ok, I’m not going to lie, I 
totally did not think about that prior to starting my segment of the recital, but let’s use 
our God-given imagination and pretend that I did for dramatic effect. 

 
I put my fingers on the keys and let my memory take me away. It sounded 

beautiful, like a blend between the quiet solace of nature and the bold, robust prancing 
of an approaching fox. Note the use of the word “sounded,” because the harmonic 
melody resonating from the Kawai lasted for all of about 15 seconds. Then came the 
most pitiful sound known to man, which can only be described as the musical analog of 
sheer, unadulterated death. 

 
My mind started racing. “Oh no… that last chord wasn’t right. Ugh, thanks Jesus! 

But don’t fret Ian, this happens to everyone. Just reposition your fingers and start over.” 
 
The sweet sounding tune ensued once more, but yet again was abruptly 

interrupted by the cacophony stemming from a batch of incorrect notes. I began to 
sweat a little and quickly readjusted my fingers, but alas, after a third attempt, I simply 
could not conjure up the correct melody. My teacher came up to me and whispered in 
my ear for me to sit back down with my parents. I was embarrassed beyond belief. 

 
However, in the grand scheme of things, this little mishap proved to be 

meaningless, and I didn’t vex over it as much as I do when our household runs out of 
Cinnamon Life cereal. That being said, I think back to the day and ask one question: 
“Why did it happen?” I was more than prepared for the recital, and I had never 
experienced a blunder of that magnitude in my many previous years of concert piano, 
so what went wrong? After literally years of contemplation, I arrived at the conclusion 



that some brand of a cryptic and enigmatic force tampered with my performance on that 
day, and I’m not referring to the supernatural; I’m talking about Jesus. 

 
However, that poses another perplexing question: “Why Jesus?” Isn’t he 

supposed to be our guardian protector and act as our shepherd through the valley of the 
shadow of death? None of this made sense, and my understanding of the affair is still 
quite foggy, but the passage of time has helped clear up some of the details. 

 
There is a common misconception amongst religious fanatics and skeptics alike 

that prayer is the definitive answer to all quandaries; you pray, God answers, everyone 
is happy. It would be neat if prayer actually worked that way, but unfortunately it does 
not always do so. Me simply praying to God for a clean piano performance will in no 
way guarantee such a thing, but that isn’t a reason not to talk to God, for sometimes the 
notion of mysticism beholds the answers that we all are searching for. After all, what 
would this world be like if we lacked the desire to discover the unknown; if we 
eradicated the Albert Einsteins, the Sigmund Freuds, the J.K Rowlings, the John 
Lennons? Even with that, it isn’t a walk in the park to locate said answers, and that is 
what I have learned since that horrendous December day. 

 
The latter tends to annoy people, as ingrained in human nature is the desire for 

instant gratification and the yearning for expedient answers. Simply put, we humans are 
lazy, and there’s nothing wrong with that; just ask my parents, I'm pretty sure they love 
me. Personally, I totally understand when people (say my peers, for instance) become 
frustrated with certain aspects of life and lose their faith. Do I shun them? Of course not, 
because I completely understand where they are coming from; something bad happens, 
they pray, the bad thing doesn’t get fixed, they become angry. It makes sense, and 
honestly I would be worried that my friends are emotionally-vacant automatons if they 
felt otherwise. 

 
But what years of church attendance (and a plethora of math and science 

courses at Blacksburg High School) have taught me, is that everything happens for a 
reason. Jesus didn’t botch my piano performance; I did, with a little help from him. 

  
Reverting back to Psalm 23, let’s take a shepherd, for instance. It is his job to 

watch over his flock of sheep and ensure their state of wellbeing. But occasionally, the 
shepherd must intervene and guide the sheep to safety if he foresees an obstacle in the 
near future, whether it makes sense to the sheep or not… not like much of anything that 
we humans do probably makes sense to sheep, but it’s just some metaphorical food for 
thought, and I tend to believe that God was my shepherd during that piano recital and I 
was one thoroughly confused sheep. Because unless we are trapped inside some type 
of artificial world that is controlled by a Big Brother of sorts, completely unbeknownst to 
us, we have complete control over our actions. But sometimes the results that we yield 
fall subject to the influence of an external impetus: God. 

 
Maybe God wanted to tell me to practice more at home, or give me my first big 

dose of the “real world” where nothing goes as planned, or maybe his intentions were 
beyond anything that I will ever comprehend. But the beauty of the predicament is that it 



doesn’t matter, because in the end, God is guiding us and everything does happen for a 
reason, whether we understand it or not. 

 
And yes, relative to globally impoverished peoples, wars in the middle east, 

systematic violations of human rights, and a surplus of other palpable atrocities, my 
musical misfortune is just about as significant as the pair of socks that I put on this 
morning. But what it served to do was uncover one tiny piece of a seemingly infinite 
puzzle that I, Lord willing, will have a long, long time to assemble.  Amen. 


